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We report electrohydrodynamic instability in nematic liquid crystals found in Hele-Shaw cells. Due to the
present cell geometry, the convective structures could be directly visualized as surface or bulk flows. An
unexpected structure is observed, which is completely different from the well-known patterns in the standard
cells. By using the voltage-frequency jump method, the stability of a convective structure in Hele-Shaw cells
is discussed in terms of the Busse diagram.
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One of many attractive examples of pattern-forming ph
ics describing dissipative structures out of equilibrium@1,2#
is ac-driven electroconvection~EC! in liquid crystals. It pro-
vides us with a rich variety of patterns that are fundament
related with the anisotropy of liquid crystals. The prima
EC pattern, the Williams domain~WD!, at a threshold field
appears due to the so-called Carr-Helfrich mechanism@3#.
Increasing the electric field and changing its frequency,
also observes various secondary instabilities such as the
zag instability, the Eckhaus instability, the abnormal roll
stability, and so on@4–7#. For the last three decades EC h
been intensively studied experimentally and theoretica
and could be understood more systematically. Howe
there still remain many questions related to various pat
formations in electrohydrodynamic instability. In this repo
we address EC in nematic liquid crystals in Hele-Shaw c
@8# in which we can directly observe full convective stru
tures; the standard patterns such as the WD, the dyna
scattering mode~DSM! below a critical frequencyf c , and
the chevron pattern abovef c @9,10#. In addition to these, a
sawteethlike pattern that was not expected before has
observed. We have investigated the stability problem of
dissipative structure in terms of the Busse diagram@4,11#.

We have prepared Hele-Shaw cells, as shown in Fig
The thicknessr of nematic films between two slide glass
was safely maintained with electrodes. We have used a c
mercial aluminum foil (r 512 mm) or a micropolished stain
less cutter (r 5180 mm) as the electrodes. The gapd be-
tween two electrodes was set ind5200 mm, 500mm, and
1000mm. The dimension of nematic films in thex direction
was sufficiently large (;26 mm). In order to achieve
the planar alignment, we carried out the rubbing treatm
along thex direction parallel to the glasses. A well-know
nematic liquid crystal, MBBA (p-methoxybenzilidene-
p8-n-butylaniline! was used in the present study. Moreov
in order to observe the flow of electroconvection, small p
ticles @micropearl~Sekisui Chemical! of diameter 3.88mm]
were mixed with the liquid crystal@12#. Across these cells
was applied an alternating electric fieldE5E0cos(2pft) @EW
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5(0,0,6EZ)#, which was generated by a function synth
sizer ~NF-1915! and an amplifier~F20A, Toyo Tech!. The
function synthesizer was controlled via the standard gen
purpose interface bus~GPIB! by a computer. At room tem-
perature, the electroconvection patterns were observed in
xz plane ~side-view! parallel to the electrodes by use of
charge-coupled device~SONY XC-75! mounted on a polar-
izer microscope~ML-9300, Meijitech!. The applied voltage
and the wavelength of patterns were measured with an e
tric multimeter ~Keithley-2000! and an optical micromete
~Nikon!, respectively. In order to capture the change of p
terns with real time on a computer, we have used an im
soft ~Scion Image! and an image board~PCI-VE5, Scion
Corporation Company!.

We have found typical patterns between crossed pola
ers, as shown in Fig. 2. The side-view WD was observed
Fig. 2~a!, which correspsonds to the well-known WD in th
standard top view~in the xy plane! cells. Due to the small
thickness r, the wavelength of the present WD is muc
smaller than that of the standard cells (lc;d). Above a
threshold voltageVc microparticles flew along thez axis, i.e.,
the orientation of the arrows depicted in the picture. Incre
ing V further fromVc , the WD was evolving into an unex
pected pattern in Fig. 2~b!. Hereafter we call it the sawteet
pattern ~STP!. The STP showed a peculiar flow along th

FIG. 1. A Hele-Shaw~side-view! cell. Electroconvection pat-
terns are observed in thexz plane. In the case of the standa
~top-view! cells, one observes the patterns in thexy plane for r
@d. The director of a liquid crystal~MBBA ! with a negative di-
electric anisotropy (D«,0) has a preferred orientation along thex
axis. An electric field is applied parallel to thez axis.
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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edges of the sawteeth, as depicted in Fig. 2~b!. Figures 3
show an evolution process with increasingV. The sawteeth
start to grow near both the electrodes@see the lower part o
Fig. 3~d!#, and then they form a remarkable STP@in Fig.
3~e!#. Eventually, at a high voltage it becomes a fully dev
oped turbulence state called the dynamic scattering m
@8,9#.

On the other hand, above a critical frequencyf c a clearly
different pattern was found in Fig. 2~c!, which may corre-
spond to the so-called chevron pattern found in the stand
cells @8,10,13,14#. There exist small-scale vortices near bo
the electrodes, as can be seen in Fig. 2~c!. A surface insta-
bility must be dominating in this~dielectric! regime (f
. f c). By observing a starting flow, we have determinedVc

FIG. 2. Typical patterns in a Hele-Shaw cell (r 512 mm, d
5500 mm). ~a! The side-view WD~Williams domain atV535 V
and f 52000 Hz), ~b! the sawteeth pattern~STP atV542 V and
f 52000 Hz),~c! the surface vortices corresponding to the chev
pattern in the standard~top-view! cells ~at V5130 V and f
56000 Hz). The arrows indicate the direction of the flows cor
sponding to electroconvection. The scale of the white bars
100 mm.
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with changingf, as shown in Fig. 4. As in the case of th
standard cells, we have reproduced the characteristic
quency dependence ofVc @15# below and above f c
@1,2,16,17#.

We have investigated the stability of the standard conv
tive structure@i.e., the WD in Fig. 2~a!# by the voltage-
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FIG. 3. A pattern evolution with increasing voltage for a fixe
frequencyf 5100 Hz (r 512 mm, d51000mm). ~a! 0 V, ~b! 42 V,
~c! 54 V, ~d! 63 V, ~e! 73 V, and~f! 135 V. They show a successiv
transition from a rest state~a! to a fully developed turbulence~f!.
An unexpected sawteeth pattern~STP! is found in ~e!. ~c! and ~f!
correspond to WD and the dynamic scattering mode~DSM! ob-
served in the standard~top-view! cells, respectively. The scale o
the white bar in~c! is 200mm.

FIG. 4. The frequency-dependence of the threshold voltageVc

for electroconvection in a Hele-Shaw cell (r 512 mm, d
51000mm). The f c represents the cutoff frequency (f c

;5700 Hz). The STPs are found in the shadowed parts aboveVc ,
where the threshold has not been precisely determined becau
inherent experimental difficulties.
2-2
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frequency jump method@4,11,18#. In order to determine
stable structures, we have measured the critical wave num
qc( f ) at the onset of convection@19#, as shown in Fig. 5. We
have chosen a final stable structureqc50.013mm21 at Vc
522.5 V andf 05100 Hz, to which a jump was made from
any initial states with the wave numberqi . When jumping
from the initial statesqi(Vi , f i) to the final stateqc(Vc , f 0)
by changingV and f simultaneously under the GPIB contr
of the field generator, we have observed the transient pro

FIG. 5. The critical wave numberqc of the side-view WD at
applied frequenciesf (r 512 mm, d51000mm). qc ( f 5 f 0

5100 Hz)50.013mm21 was chosen for the voltage-frequenc
jump method~see the detail in the text!.
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of pattern dynamics. Figure 6 shows typical pattern-selec
processes in theQ2« plane, whereQ5(q2qc)/qc and «
5(V22Vc

2)/Vc
2 are the normalized wave number and vo

age, respectively. In region~a! aboveE-line («E;3Q2: Eck-
haus line! the pattern withqi had no remarkable change
while it experienced the well-known Eckhaus instability

FIG. 6. The Busse diagram in a Hele-Shaw cell (r 512 mm, d
51000mm). E andNS indicate Eckhaus and neutral stability line
respectively. They are theoretically well known as«E;3Q2 for E
and«NS;Q2 for NS, as depicted. For~a!–~c!, see the correspond
ing pattern selections after the voltage-frequency jump in Figs
~with same labeling!.
r

t-
s

FIG. 7. Pattern selections afte
the voltage-frequency jump.~a!
no remarkable change,~b! the
Eckhaus instability,~c! simple de-
caying and rearranging. These pa
tern selections arise in region
~a!–~c! in Fig. 6 ~with same label-
ing!.
2-3
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region~b! betweenE lines andNS («NS;Q2: neutral stabil-
ity line! lines. In region~b! we have observed creation an
annihilation of the convective structure pairs, as seen in
upper parts of Fig. 7~b!. In region ~c! the pattern withqi
decays monotonically and appears again withqc . Their cor-
responding processes are shown in Fig. 7. Although
other instabilities such as zigzag and skewed varicose in
bility were not found due to the present geometry, we ha
experimentally observed the neutral and Eckhaus instab
boundaries and checked a consistency of the two instab
lines in the stability diagram in Hele-Shaw cel
@4,13,20,21#.

In summary, we have directly observed the convect
structures below and above a critical frequencyf c in Hele-
Shaw ~side-view! cells. By observing the motion of micro
particles, the convective structures below and abovef c could
be discriminated. The small vortices near both the electro
were dominating abovef c , while the large convective struc
ture was manifested belowf c . Although these surface and/o
s
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bulk instabilities in the dielectric region (f . f c) have been
discussed for a long time in the standard~top-view! cells
@14,16,17#, our experimental results in Hele-Shaw cells o
viously support the surface instability. Moreover, compar
to the standard cell case a strong anchoring due to the sm
ness ofr causes a large shift of the threshold voltage a
small wavelengths. We have also found an unexpected c
vective structure~STP! with a peculiar flow that has neve
been reported in the standard cells, namely, due to the
metric dimension of cells as well as the director alignme
the successive pattern-forming scenario to turbulence is
matically changed@22,23#. Finally, the universal relationship
between Eckhaus and neutral curves in the Busse diag
for quasi-one-dimensional systems has been success
confirmed in the present Hele-Shaw cells.
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